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FSC-
Mobile
Brochure
Flecto Sense Concentrator - Mobile (FSC-Mobile) is a solution designed for companies 

to access meter readings while driving through a site. Saving you time and money and 

making life easier.
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FSC Backend Server
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smartphone

Water Management 
System
Powered by Flecto Sense

The concentrator facilitates AMR 

(Automatic Meter Reading) to 

read meters on fixed network, 

walk-by or drive-by modes.

Record meter readings as you 

drive. All meter readings will get 

uploaded as the FSC-Mobile 

receives them.

The system enables the user 

supported functions to be 

collected via the radio.

Enable users to manage their 

large estate water consumption 

and track usages.

All communication is secure, only 

you have access to your user 

account and data.

Facilitate revenue collection.

The system caters for future 

expansion to full AMI (Advanced 

Metering Infrastructure), aimed at 

automating all facets of 

meter management. 

Works with all Flecto Sense and 

Kamstrup WMBus technologies.



Unique

Target audience

Business in a box. Make more profit.

Location

Smart ideas

The system is unique in the way the data is always 

encrypted. Your data will never be in the wrong hands. 

Know exactly what is happening on the ground while not 

having to spend time in the mud. 

By partnering with a technology company that is on the 

bleeding edge, you position yourself to always be a trend 

setting firm. This is what Flecto Sense does daily for 

hundreds of customers. Join us today.

Will this be the solution for you? Ask yourself how much 

time is spent on accurately getting the data for every unit 

you manage. If you are managing a large estate where 

deploying an FSC is not feasible, opt for the FSC-Mobile..

The FSC-Mobile should be installed on a vehicle that travels 

through the estate on a regular basis. Estate security 

vehicles on patrol or waste collection services are suitable 

for this unit.

Without accurate data the reading doesn’t mean much. 

The FSC-Mobile will get you the results you need, every 

time. You can count on accurate readings, timely 

responses, data that you can use and report the way you 

want to.

Imagine having a dedicated device roaming the estate while 

collecting meter date. Fitting this product to existing vehicles 

will collect meter readings while keeping your estate safe. 


